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f you aren’t careful, graduation can sneak
up on you.
One day you are walking through The
Oval to Thompson to put the finishing touches
on your final assignment in college. The stress
of finishing the paper weighs heavy, but the
release of finally getting that damn degree you
worked so hard for helps push you through it
all. You’ve grinded for four (or five) years and
one more late night in the library doesn’t seem
too out of the ordinary.
You submit your final paper. Next thing
you know, you’re meeting up with your advisor
to sign off your life to student loans. Then, it’s a
race to head down to Barnes & Noble to pick up
your cap and gown. Finally, it’s sitting through
commencement, grabbing your degree, and
celebrating the big day.
Then, like a flash in the night, it’s all over. All
that is left is that haunting question ringing in the
back of every graduates brain, “So, now what?”
I’m going to let you in on a little secret that
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everyone is seemingly too proud to admit after
graduation: we have no fucking clue what lies
ahead on the road. And that’s kind of what this
magazine is about this month.
I’m not out here trying to act like I know
how to be a functioning adult in the real
world—I still stay up till 3 a.m. on Tuesdays
playing Fortnite with my roommate even
though my dumb ass knows I have work in five
hours. Instead, we asked an expert from Ohio
State’s career services for tips and tricks to
land that big job you so desperately need to pay
off those loans on page 22.
But before we all rush off and grow up too
quickly, we wanted to take this graduation
issue as a chance to reflect and shine a bright
spot light on some of the people on campus
who are accomplishing incredible things. For
senior photographer Ally Moore, she chose
to reflect by capturing the highs and lows of
her high school sister and how modern day
teenagers choose to cope with these struggles
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and successes. You can find her photography
book on page 56.
Or, take MiChaela Baker for example.
She’s about to graduate pre-med in the spring,
but apparently biology and organic chemistry
weren’t enough to keep her busy body moving
so she took her STEP money and produced an
album. Catch her story on page 62.
Speaking of STEP students, we had the
chance to catch up with four Buckeyes who
took their STEP money to travel abroad on
page 28. One went to Australia, another one
went to Costa Rica. You know what I did over
Spring Break in college? Waited tables at Red
Robin. (I wonder if my old manager is reading
this right now…)
On the other hand, there are some students
who didn’t travel the world, or produce music
as a pre-med major, or captured human
emotions with a camera—you know, the kind
of people who don’t make you feel guilty for
neglecting your responsibilities by staying
up until 3 in the morning playing Fortnite
with your roommate. We had them dish out
all kinds of things they wish they would’ve
known before coming to Ohio State on page 60.
Perhaps the best part of graduating
(besides being done with school) is the big
ass fancy dinner your parents will pay for
afterwards. Unless you have future plans of
law school or graduate school, this is your
last chance to have your parents ball out on a
boujee meal. We made sure you had plenty of
choices to make the right decision on page 41.
But, before you dive into this special issue
this month, take a deep breath and remember
where you are. Though the fears of the
unknown might seem unmovable, at one point
getting into college felt the same way and now
look at you. Congrats, class of 2018!

David Heasley
Julian Foglietti
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Big Picture
#FEST in Athens, Ohio last year. Check out our
interview with a couple of the #FEST artists from
this year on page 34!
Photo by Collins Laatsch
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SHIT TO DO
Living in Columbus means there’s
never a shortage of events to go to,
parties to hit up, and musicians to
check out. This list is curated by the
editors here at 1870 Magazine, but we
are always on the lookout for the next
must see event! Have an event you feel
the world must know about? Shoot us
an email at editor@1870mag.com!

6

Lil Jon

WHAT?! Lil Jon is coming to campus?!
YEAH! You know all the words to his
club bangers (mostly because the
words are simple like “SHOTS! SHOTS! SHOTS!
SHOTS! EVERYBODY!!”) and his over-the-top
personality only makes his stage presence more
entertaining. It’ll be like a middle school dance
party all over again; that is if middle school
dance parties served booze.

Location: Dahlia
COTA: 8

7

Jay Leno

5

Just because Jay Leno’s time on
late night television came to an end
years ago doesn’t mean he’s done
cracking jokes for America. Leno is taking a
break from filming “Jay Leno’s Garage” and
hitting the road for another round of laughs
from one of the most iconic entertainers
in the industry. The only question on
everyone’s mind is: will he wear denim, or
denim?

Brad Paisley Weekend
Warrior World Tour

Grab your favorite cowboy hat and
hit up the Schott to jam out with
one of the biggest stars in country music, Brad
Paisley. His wide variety of songs will have you
dancing, singing along, and shedding a few tears.
Seriously, have you heard “Letter To Me”? We
aren’t crying, there’s just something in our eyes.

Location: The Schottenstein Center
COTA: 1

COSI After Dark: Wild, Wild
West Broad
What’s better than grabbing a few beers with
your friends and enjoying some hands-on
science demos? Doing so while wearing a pair
of tall, leather cowboy boots. Just remember
to take an Uber; riding your trusty steed down
High Street after a few cold ones might get you
in some trouble.

Location: COSI Columbus’ Dynamic HandsOn Science Center
COTA: 1
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Location: The Palace Theater
COTA: 1

12-15
Columbus Clippers
Opening Weekend

The spring air. The smell of freshly cut grass.
The popcorn and the $0.10 hotdogs. Oh, yes;
it’s that time of year again. Baseball season
is back, and that means the Clippers have
returned to Columbus for more of America’s
pastime in beautiful Huntington Park. The
opening home stand starts on Thursday
against the Durham Bulls and runs until the
following Wednesday after a series against the
Pawtucket Red Sox. Grab a friend, grab a cheap
ticket, and grab a seat.

Location: Huntington Park
COTA: 8

14

Ohio State
Football Spring
Game

The Spring Game may be a
glorified practice, but that isn’t stopping you
from tailgating all morning with a few drinks
and a rousing game of Beersbee outside the
stadium. And for those of you that really do
bleed scarlet and gray, you’ll get to watch
next season’s potential starters and upcoming
talent take the field for the first time since the
Cotton Bowl Classic.

Location: Ohio Stadium

8

THE EAGLES

If your dad ever made you listen to the music on his Spotify playlist, odds
are high that you’ve listened to a shit ton of The Eagles. Songs like “Hotel
California,” “Life In The Fast Lane,” and “Take It Easy” have helped define
this group who’s been cranking out chart topping hits since their start in 1971.
You won’t be raging or moshing at this concert, but a vibey night in remembrance
of the late co-founder of the band, Glenn Frey, will be the perfect closeout to the
weekend.

Location: Nationwide Arena
COTA: 8

Scioto Miles

Offering 5K, 10K, and 15K races, the Scioto Miles is the perfect way for runners
and walkers alike to get geared up for the big Cap City Marathon at the end of the
month. You’ll have to wake up right at the crack of dawn to get to Genoa Park in
time, but you’ll feel plenty accomplished as you cross through that finish line with
a new record time. Or, at the very least, you’ll finally get those steps in that that
damn FitBit keeps nagging you about.

Location: Genoa Park
COTA: 1

The OSU Fashion
Production “Age Of
Innovation”

Buckeye football kicking off isn’t the only
thing going on this weekend in April. The OSU
Fashion Production is putting on a fashion
show with student designers showcasing
their art and outfits. The annual production
is all about innovation in fashion this year so
prepare yourself for some of the most out-ofthe-box outfits you can imagine!

Location: The Ohio Union
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Adam Sandler and
Rob Schneider

Whether you know him as
“Happy” from “Happy Gilmore,”
Nicky from “Little Nicky,” or Bobby Boucher from
“The Waterboy,” the point here is you know who
Adam Sandler is. He’s a little immature, a bit of
a kid at heart, and a whole lot of hilarious. He’s
coming to Columbus and he’s bringing his partnerin-crime, Rob Schneider, who will more than likely be
makin’ copieessss!

Location: The Schottenstein Center
COTA: 7

19

20

Numbers Fest

Take a trip down to Athens in
southern Ohio to catch a stellar
lineup featuring all kinds of
different varieties of music genres like hip-hop, EDM,
and indie pop. Numbers Fest is always after the
biggest names in the game right now and this year’s
installment is no different as Marshmello and Lil Uzi
Vert will work as the headliners and other artists like
Rezz and Trippie Redd will be performing as well. Just
make sure you have a place to crash at afterwards
because it’s an expensive ass Uber from Athens to
Columbus.

Location: The Downtown Hyatt Regency
COTA: 1

Echosmith

21

They grew their
fame by covering
big hits in the
pop music world like “I Will
Wait,” by Mumford & Sons and
“Set Fire To The Rain,” by Adele,
but Echosmith is more than just
a band doing covers in their own
rendition. Songs like “Cool Kids”
showed how Echosmith is here to
make a name for themselves in
the rock/indie pop game and they
haven’t slowed down since then
releasing two albums since 2013.

Columbus Crew v.s. New
England Revolution

The Crew have two games slated
at Mapfre Stadium for the month of
April and the first one kicks off (no pun intended)
against the Revolution from New England. Can’t
make it this weekend? They’ll meet up with the San
Jose Earthquakes the following weekend; same time,
same place. Get out and support the team community
members are fighting to keep in the city!

Location: Mapfre Stadium
COTA: 8

Location: The Newport Music
Hall

COTA: 1

21-22
Monster Jam 2018

Who said The Schott is only a concert hall
and where the basketball Bucks hand out
L’s?! This April, it’s going to home to mother
fucking MONSTER TRUCKS. And you already
know if has to do with monster trucks, the
legend Grave Digger will be in attendance.
Catch these ridiculously sized trucks hit
massive jumps and destroy anything beneath
it as you wonder, “How the hell did they get
these beasts inside The Schott?!”

Location: The Schottenstein Center
COTA: 1

28

The Capital
City Half
Marathon

The recent Marvel film has brought black superheroes to the forefront of the
public domain this spring, and now the Elijah Pierce Gallery will be running an
exhibit exploring and honoring the 52-year history of these comic characters. The
exhibit is free and open to the public beginning on Thursday, April 19, and it will
run until August 4.

You survived the the
Scioto Miles 5K and you helped raise AIDS
awareness at the AIDS Walk Central Ohio
5K, the only thing left to complete this
trifecta is the Cap City Half Marathon. Soak
your feet in an ice bath, lace up your running
shoes extra tight, do some yoga—just do
whatever it takes to ensure you’ll be crossing
that finish line without the assistance of
medical attention. You got this!

Location: King Arts Complex
COTA: 1,7

Location: Starts at High St. and Rich St.
COTA: 1

The Black Panther: Celebrating 50+ years of
Black Superheroes

20

Matt and Kim

When “Daylight” was released eight
years ago (feel old yet?), the world got
their first taste of the sounds Matt and
Kim could produce. The song was catchy, easy to listen to,
and just straight up put you in a good mood. After hits like
“Let’s Go,” “It’s Alright,” and “Hey Now,” Matt and Kim
reminded us just how fun and infectious indie pop music
can be. Don’t be surprised when you leave the venue and
find yourself humming a melody weeks later.

16

Location: Express Live!
COTA: 1
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Hell City Tattoo Festival 2018

Professional Bull Riders
@ The Schott

Whether it’s sentimental and sweet, or slightly
terrifying and might scare the hell out of some children,
come show off your ink at Columbus’s Hell City Tattoo
Festival. Meet some of the premier artists from around
the world and from the city while you witness their best
work first-hand. You know, it’s the kind of place to take
your badass grandma who still takes shots of whiskey
like it’s water. Tickets start at just $22.

For those of you who’ve never witnessed
authentic bull-riding in person, we here
at 1870 deeply encourage you to give it a
chance. Bring a few buddies, down a few
beers, and come see if someone gets the
shit kicked out of them by a seriously pissed
off cow. (Hint: somebody will definitely get
the shit kicked out of them so have your
Snapchat ready to go at all times.)

Location: The Downtown Hyatt Regency
COTA: 1

Location: Schottenstein Center
COTA: 1
1870mag.COM • APRIL 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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Crushin’ Hard

From

The top @OSUCrush tweets from March

The Ohio State University
1870mag.com/crush

Tweets

Tweets

blasting

“Careless

Whisper” at 1 a.m. to all the nerds

just looking for a chance out there,
here are the best tweets from @

OSUCrush in March. Did yours make
it?

Joined April 2012

39.3K

people

Following

214

Followers

Likes

19.1K

Tweets & replies

1,250
Media

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
NOT whoever was playing “Careless Whisper” on North Campus at 1 a.m.

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Sometimes I feel like every single girl at this school are either super into partying, or super into Jesus.

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
The cute boy from my class last semester did me on his kitchen counter and now we are dating. Don’t give up hope, ladies.

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
My dumbass for always looking to see if any of these tweets are about me even though none of them are.

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Not Chem 1210. They could have at least taken me to dinner first.

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Just looking for my fellow Wumbiology majors.

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
To whomever the genius is who brought fresh strawberries to the dining halls: you’re a motherfucking G, I love you.

OSU Crush @OSUCrush

Not Ohio for snowing during Spring Break FOR THE SECOND YEAR IN A ROW. Get a life, Ohio.

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Okay, so clearly going on Tinder for romance was a bad idea. Girls, I’m a guy looking to fall in love and stay up late having deep
conversations. If you want that too and are tired of waiting like me, then like this and I’m hitting you up.

OSU Crush @OSUCrush

Yes to all the ladies who give nerds a chance. We may be different, but we tend to make the relationship meaningful :).

18
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Brand
Building
OSU alum and former
architect creates a new
fashion blueprint
By Mi tc h H oo per
p h otos by co l l i ns laatsch

W

hen you walk into Vamp
Official on High Street,
you’ll quickly notice all
the street wear influenced
pieces as well as a wave of chic and trendy
European inspired threads. The former
gift shop turned boutique is minimally
designed with white walls complimenting
the gray accent wall behind the counter
and large windows that face High Street
to invite natural lighting. You’ll find the
prices to be fair and that the clothes aren’t
just a one time use situation, rather, the
pieces are handpicked to be versatile with
any outfit.
But, what you won’t notice is the store
is founded and operated by an Ohio
State graduate who studied architecture
during her time as a Buckeye. While
most people don’t think of architects
when they think of fashionistas, for Ellen
Shirk, it’s a collision of design and art.

20
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“I think there’s a lot more in common
between the two than people think,” Shirk
explained. “Architecture is a mixture of
art and design and taking 2D drawings
and bringing them to real life. Although
I don’t have to design the clothes, a lot
that goes into merchandising, marketing,
and the graphic side of my brand came
from what I learned when I was in
architecture school.”
Before opening up shop in the Short North
in the summer of 2017, Shirk and four
friends from college were running Vamp
Official as an online store and they would
do pop-up stores around Columbus in areas
like the Sunlight and Moonlight market in
downtown. The friends came together and
began taking classes at Ohio State geared
towards fashion and business to help them
better their understanding of what they
were getting into—plus, they were just
trying to have some fun.
“We had this idea of Vamp Official, and in
[those fashion] classes, we learned about
the business side of things; we learned
about buying; we learned about the website,
marketing, and photography. The goal was
at the end of the semester to launch the
website and start making sales.”
The plan was for the girls to run Vamp
Official online until some members would
have to move on for things like optometry
school and other post-college plans
leaving the operations to Shirk once it was
all said and done.
After graduating in 2016, Shirk secured
a full-time position with an architecture
firm in New Albany; but meanwhile, she
independently launched the Vamp Official
website in May of 2016, continuing to dip

her feet into the fashion scene. For most
people, finding a job in your career field
is reason enough to settle down and see
where that path takes you. Not so much for
Shirk.
Her passion for fashion was building and
an irresistible opportunity presented itself
to her, forcing her to make a decision. She
could either continue working at the firm
or get out and bring her online store to life
with a boutique residing in the Short North.
She made the leap of faith, left her day time
job, and started operating her own business
full-time. Like Shirk said, it was kind of like
0 to 100, real quick. Did we mention she’s
doing all of this before the ripe age of 25?!
“It was so weird quitting my job to do this, I
was like crying and so scared!”
Since opening the doors, Vamp Official
has been an affordable spot for young
professionals and shopaholics to stop in
and pick up trendy pieces that you won’t
find at your run-of-the-mill department
store. She finds pieces for the store by
spending countless hours searching
Instagram for fashion bloggers from across
the globe and contacting larger labels about
having their items in the store. This system
is a win-win for all parties involved too.
While Shirk is able to add unique pieces
to the shop, the fashion bloggers from afar
are able to have their designs put on blast
in a different market. The fashion sense is a
mixture of the American street style trend
with European flair coming from parts like
Australia—both having extremely large
impacts of the fashion world right now.
“I feel like [European countries] care a lot
more and take more risks,” Shirk explained.
“Everyone just goes for it. But here I feel

like everyone is like, ‘I love this piece, but
when would I wear it? How would I wear it?
People will be staring at me if I wear this!’”
So how does she combat this? Updating
the store constantly with more trendy and
neutral pieces that you can mix-and-match
in addition to statement pieces that some
people might not wear on the reg.
“But a lot of what I go for what is stocked
in here is thinking about I have to have
a good mixture because some girls come
in and only want what’s really wearable;
things they can wear and feel comfortable
in. But some girls come in and they
are like, ‘I want that crazy statement
piece that no one else is going to have!’”
Regardless if you are stopping in for the
latest statement piece or just a new pair
of shades for summertime, Shirk says her
favorite part about running the boutique is
finding new pieces for the shop and seeing
the joy on people’s faces when they stop in
the store and fall in love with something
Vamp has to offer.
“My favorite part is definitely the buying,
but with that comes getting new stuff in
here, seeing repeat customers and making
relationships with them, meeting a bunch
of new people, and then just seeing people
leave happy when they like what they get
or when they are like “Ohh! This is so cute!
The store is so cool!”—I love that part.” •

To find your next favorite piece,
check out vampofficial.com or
pop into the store located on
997 N High St.
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Coursework still counts

so now
what?
Post graduation tips from an expert
to help you land that big job
by S a r a S tac y

G

raduation is an bittersweet time
for students. It’s the benchmark
for getting to call yourself “real”
adult, and it marks the first of many years
of avoiding calls from the university
asking for money.
But before you can start paying off that
endless amount of student debt, you’re
going to have to land a job that can
foot the bills. And that alone is perhaps
the biggest thing on everyone’s mind
following graduation: finding that job.
Between seeing your peers move onto new
places, your family constantly asking you,
“So what’s your plans now?!,” and email
reminders from student loan groups that
your payments start in a few months; it’s
a daunting task that looms over our heads
and it often makes you feel immobile and
overwhelmed.

both undergraduates and recent graduates
making is sending out a sloppy resume.
Instead of putting general bullet points
about their skills, Kustis said job-seekers
should be giving actual examples that
demonstrate how those skills were built.
“I think a lot of times in people’s heads
they know what they did on a job but
they’re not articulating how it developed
them and that’s what employers really
want to see,” Kustis said.
Graduates who haven’t yet landed a job
are often in limbo simply because of a bad
resume, said Kustis. Luckily, most career
services offices across campus allow
recent grads to use their services up to
a year after graduation, which includes
resume help.

How do I write a good resume? What is a
good resume? Are cover letters really that
important, or are employers just wasting
my time?

Writing cover letters can be one of the
most difficult parts of the job process for
many students. Kustis said the mistake
he sees most often is students regarding
cover letters as simply repeating what
they put on their resume.
“The cover letter should talk about the
things that can’t go on the resume, which
basically are goals, motivations, how did
you reach this point, how did you decide
on this industry, and then also why are you
interested in this specific company that
you are sending this cover letter to.”
Additionally, Kustis said the cover letter
needs to be tailored specifically to the
company being applied to. So forget
sending out applications en masse to
companies, instead be sure to articulate
why you’re interested in that company and
why you’re applying for that role.

These are the kinds of questions swirling
around our unemployed heads and some
sweet relief in the form of expert advice
could be that breath of fresh air we so
desperately need as we attempt to keep
our heads above water while we search
for a job. We sat down with Scott Kustis,
assistant director of the College of Arts
and Sciences career services, to talk about
the biggest mistakes and best practices for
soon-to-be grads.
Revisit your resume
One of the biggest mistakes Kustis sees

22

Cover letters are a major key
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If you’re applying for a job in a field that
lands outside of your major, or if you don’t
have internship or work experience the
company is looking for, coursework can
be used to articulate skills that you’ve
developed. Kustis said many companies are
flexible in taking people from a broad range
of majors and that employers enjoy seeing
substantive course projects listed.
Networking hacks
Many students don’t spend a lot of time
networking while in school and after
graduation, which Kustis said can be a
problem. He highly recommends having
a complete LinkedIn profile, not only for
employers to see but to potentially find
connections in the future.
“You really want to develop your profile
and use as many of the keywords and key
terms that you’re finding in job postings in
your LinkedIn profile, so if a recruiter is
doing a deep search and basing it on sort of
key words, they’re going to find you in that
search,” Kustis said.
Additionally, students should be looking to
their social networks for connections that
could potentially be useful down the road.
You never know if that guy you met a party
sophomore year is going to be the CEO of
his own company one day.
Finally, LinkedIn has a feature where users
can find rosters of Ohio State alumni in
their field, and narrow down by factors
like location and company. Kustis said once
you find those connections, it’s definitely
important to reach out to those connections
and ask to join their network.
Interview like a champ
Before landing any job, every job-seeker
must do well in an interview (or several
interviews). Kustis said the key to doing
well is practice and preparation. Knowing
about the interview style before putting
on your suit is important, as is actually
practicing answering interview questions
out loud.
“Even if you’re just speaking into the
mirror in your room, be sure you’re actually
physically articulating your answers,
because sometimes in our head we think
we know what we’re going to say, but when
we actually have to speak those words they
just don’t start coming out,” said Kustis.
All of Ohio State’s career services programs
offer mock interview programs where
students and recent grads can practice an
interview targeted to the industry they’re
going into. If you can’t make it to your
college’s career services office, Kustis said
practicing with a friend can also go a long
way.•
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U
Two
Ohio State
Students
Take Time
To Tell
Time
How Wallace Hatch Watches
Was Born From A StudentMade Co-Op
wr i tte n by O l i v i a B a lc e r z a k • p h otos p r ov i de d by
wa l l ac e h atc h

pon receiving his first ever paycheck, Ian
Hansborough purchased a watch. Now, he
might not have to buy his own as the co-owner
of Wallace Hatch Watches with co-founder
and grade-school friend Greg Miller.
However the entrepreneurial bug hit them much
before they landed on watches, as Hansborough and Miller,
electrical and chemical engineering majors respectfully at
Ohio State started pursuing their ideas by creating an app
about ideas called “Hatchli” in the fall of 2016.
“We were working on a project at the time, we had
started an app actually,” Hansborough said. “We kind of
decided we wanted to take a semester and see what we
could do with that.”
After receiving permission from the dean of
engineering, Hansborough and Miller started working
at a startup accelerator based in Cincinnati called The
Brandery, while maintaining enrolled as students with their
scholarships on hold until they returned, Hansborough said.
From there, the two built out and launched their app, did a
co-op through PNG and, in the process, met a wide range
of innovators who would contribute
to the start of Wallace Hatch watches,
Hansborough said.
“We got to be exposed to so many
different companies and learned
just how to build something from
the ground up in so many different
worlds,” Hansborough said.
Through exposure to various
companies, the two met Zach Blevins,
graduate of the Art Institute of
Pittsburgh and former graphic designer
for DSW who joined their team,
Hansborough said. Next, Hansborough
said a man from Montreal with
connections to prominent names in
online fashion retail pointed the group
to a manufacturer who makes all of the
watches for big name companies such as Daniel Wellington.
“He introduced us to this whole new world of how
do you actually design a physical product in a fashion/
ecommerce space from the ground up and really bring it to
market,” Hansborough said. “So we decided on a watch.”
That was about a year ago in March of 2017. Now, Miller
said, Wallace Hatch is in the pre-run stage of production
with 300 watches in stock, 100 of each of the three styles:
Kalio Rose, Soho Hatch and Palermo Soul. From there,
Miller said, the group will be working on getting the
community involved via email and campaigns to decide
where Wallace Hatch goes next.
“We just really want to have a highly engaged
community,” Miller said.
The theme of community involvement and engagement
is uniform across the Wallace Hatch brand down to the
price, style and even the name of each individual watch,

Hansborough said.
“All of our watch designs are named after iconic
neighborhoods and cities around the world, they all kind
of share this unique, chic, adventurous vibe,” Hansborough
said.
Hansborough said the three realized that the major
pitfall of their competitors were their disconnect with the
community by not engaging the public in new designs and
using unrealistic, extravagant depictions of what individuals
‘fit their brand’ across their social media.
Blevins said Wallace Hatch can offer the same luxurious
quality and look—but at a lower price with a more realistic
portrayal of the everyday life of the watch buyer.
“Ours is like it should be, it is something that is very
relatable,” Blevins said. “What it showcases is just a couple
people going out and grabbing a beer, visiting friends and
stuff like that.”
As far as the price point goes, Wallace Hatch watches
sell from $140-$180 depending on their model. Competitors
that use the same quality parts—sometimes even the same
manufacturer—sell for around $225-250, Blevins said.
The reason that the price is so
low, Hansborough said, is because
the three are communicating directly
with the manufacturer in China,
sourcing and buying the parts straight
from the manufacturer to make the
end product. Through much trial and
error, the three have learned how to
work with the language and time-zone
barrier to effectively communicate
necessary changes to the manufacturer,
Hansborough said.
Now, Hansborough said, they have
three models of watches that with
metal strong enough to withstand a 9-5
workday, service job, or night out with a
battery life of more than 5 years. Miller
also said the watches are made to be
easily interchangeable with different bands which the group
plans to sell separately on their website.
The team is currently working on promoting their brand
through Columbus influencers including Columbus Crew
player, Alex Crognale, getting feedback from the community
and growing from there Hansborough said. Wallace Hatch
watches will additionally be offering a Service Industry
discount to people who, in their line of work, interact with
a lot of people using their hands that will showcase the
watch and promote the lifestyle that Wallace Hatch wants to
portray Hansborough said.
“What our watches do is connect you to a community
of like-minded people who just make the most of that
every day adventure and whatever that means to each
individual and that’s really the lifestyle, that’s the message,”
Hansborough said. •

“They all kind of

share this unique,

chic, adventurous
vibe’’

For the month of April, Wallace Hatch will be offering a 20% discount for any OSU students looking to
buy a watch if they use the code OSU_SD418. Keep up to date with the newest designs by following
their instagram at wallacehatch or check out their website at wallacehatch.com.
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Runway Respect

such as plastic grocery bags and make garments
where you can’t tell they are made from plastic
bags until you are right up in front of them.

Marti Vandra
Co-President

OSU fashion designers pay homage to
innovators who inspired their creations
BY E yon E rthachew

A

s we segway into the fourth month of the new year and into the spring and summer seasons, the weather isn’t the only thing that changes.
How about our clothing? After witnessing the many launches of Spring and Summer 18 fashion shows in fashion weeks all over the globe,
there is still one very important show that has yet to make its annual debut: the OSU Fashion Production Association’s design show.
This year’s show, titled The Age of Innovation, explores about 20 different collections all paying tribute to local Columbus innovators.
The designers were tasked with incorporating the Columbus community somehow while simultaneously paying homage to an innovator
who inspired their design. The student organization is set to produce a show that is sure to wow spectators. We sat down with the co-directors as well
as the co-president of this year’s fashion show from FPA to get the inside scoop on all things fashion and design!

Shelby Kitchin
Co-Director of Design

Tell us about your collection. I was inspired by
an art exhibition by the Columbus Museum of
Art last spring. It was actually an exhibition from
Ruben and Isabel Toledo. They are a couple and she
is a fashion designer and he is a visual artist. They are inspired off of
one another, and I was inspired by their intersection of art and fashion.
I’m actually an art minor and a lot of my designs are rooted in art. I’m
doing an all-white collection, I wanted something that gave me the feel
of being in an art gallery, and it has some pops of this printed textile that
I designed myself on photoshop and printed. A lot of my collection has a
biological influence cause that’s actually my major, so I’m pretty excited.
Can you expand on the biological influence? The custom textile that I
made for the background is an image from a microscope slide. It’s very
subtle, you wouldn’t know it if you looked right at it. Ruben and Isabel
also use hints of biology in a lot of their stuff as well which is how I tied it
in. One of my garments looks like a ribcage, so more anatomy influence
in the collection. My collection is titled “Morphology”, and that word is
used a lot in biology to describe the anatomy of everything, like animals,
insects, just how things are put together. That word is inclusive to my
role as a designer because I think of how I put my clothes together, the
patterns, and how it would fit onto a person, so that is how I came up
with the title of my collection.
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Katarina Goodge
Co-Director of Design

Tell us about your collection. My collection is titled
Regulation L85, which refers to the regulation issued
by the War Production Board during WW2. It consisted
of restrictions on drastic style changes, colors choices, and
every single measurement of clothing items as a way to ration resources
for the war effort. The reason I make this historical reference is because my
innovator, my late great grandmother, Bertha Goodge, lived through these
restrictions. She grew up during the Great Depression, married and started
a family during WW2, and raised five children. She taught me to crochet
when I was 11 and showed me how she carried with her the life lessons she
learned by living through times that forced frugality. She saved every scrap
of fabric; made projects such as crazy quilts and beer-can hats. She was a
teacher and an inspiration to me. Now with the modern day environmental
crises, I see them as merely new design challenges in which I can creatively
use her scarcity strategies. I am designing an individual collection with four
menswear outfits. The collection consists of either knitted or crocheted
garments that are either androgynous or slightly feminine.
What has been the most rewarding part of the process? The actual
making of the garment. I love sinking hours into a design, adding more
and more layers of complexity, and then stepping away to see how the
overall garment turned out. The details are my favorite because I put a lot
of thought into every detail while I am building each garment. Outside observers may not notice these subtleties, but I know they’re there and that
makes me happy. My design aesthetic is to use unconventional materials

As co-president of the
group, how does your role
differ from other members? My role differs from
other members of the organization by the amount of additional
tasks I uphold. As co-president, I oversee all of
the functions of the organization. The organization is split up into two sides, design and
production. I oversee all of the executive and
chair positions and make sure that tasks are
being done and deadlines are being made. I run
the executive meetings, general body meetings
and am head of the Fashion Week committee. I
do hold a higher expectation for my own work in
my leadership role. I ultimately have a passion
to see successful results with anything that I
set my heart to, therefore I set high goals for
myself and strive to attain them each week. I’ve
always enjoyed taking on challenges and getting
creative, which is why it has been an honor and a
blast thus far in my position as co-president.
How has your experience with the OSU FPA
Fashion Show been? I would describe my
experience as life-changing, and I really do
mean that. Preparing for the show was truly an
all-day event. From models perfecting makeup and hair to the last rehearsal several hours
before the show to setting up the stage and
the venue to both designers and models alike
making sure their garments and clothes are in
tip top condition for the runway, alongside other
tedious tasks done the day of the show. Quite
honestly, my first experience with the design
show was what got me hooked to stay apart
of the organization for the rest of my college
years. I was fortunate enough to be a model
for two years in a row and I wouldn’t trade that
experience for the world. The moment when the
room went dark, the music turned on, and the
models walked out from behind the wall, I felt
so accomplished. From that day on, I knew for a
fact that I was going to work in the retail industry
for the rest of my life. I still remember till this
day, the feeling of pure happiness and ambition
from my first experience of being apart of the
design show. It’s honestly a feeling that I won’t
ever forget and I can only thank this student
organization for opening my eyes to my dream
career and passion. •

The Ohio State University Fashion
Production Association offers a course
(CONSCI 4990 | Practicum in Consumer
Sciences) for anyone looking to join in on
the annual production! For more information, check out their Facebook or
Instagram (@frpaatosu) page.
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Stepping Abroad
BY G heza l Ba r g hout y

Dana murray

H

ave you ever caught yourself scrolling
through Instagram noticing people’s
traveling pictures and grumble in jealousy.
The biggest question that remains about all of these
jealousy enraging Instas is how do these people
afford to take these trips? I’m checking my bank
account to make sure I can grab a smoothie on my
way to class yet people I have class with are taking
trips to the Sahara and riding camels!
For some people at Ohio State, like Stephanie

Brandt, Mallory Allen, Emma Belford, and
Dana Murray, the answer is simple. They
signed up for STEP, otherwise known as the
Second-Year Transformational Experience
Program, and were able to use the $2,000 award
for any student who completes the program to
help fund a travel abroad experience. Through
STEP, the four were able to take unparalleled
adventures while also providing a service in an
area that needed it the most.

Stephanie Brandt

Mallory AlleN

Emma Belford

Jun ior

Ju nio r

Ju nio r

Junior

Major: Biomedical Engineering

Major: Human Resources

Major: Biomedical Engineering

Program: Buck-I-SERV: Costa Rica: In Partnership with the
Outdoor Adventure Center

Program: Buck-I-SERV: The Akumanyi Foundation,
Senya, Ghana

Major: Environment, Economy, Development and
Sustainability

“We spent two full days building a fence for a
community center as a service project. It was
extremely rewarding to see how much our
assistance helped the people of Brujo Costa
Rica finish this project. They were all so kind
and welcoming and their gratitude was worth
all the sweat and sunburn.

“I think my privilege gets checked a lot
in the US, but it was the first real time that I
had to take a step back and understand the
privilege I had as a woman living in America,
as a white person living in America, and just
the amount of privilege that those things hold.
So that really checked me in understanding
what I have and how grateful I am for the
experiences I’ve had and the opportunities
I’ve had. But it also checked me in the fact that
I think Americans are always fed the ideas
that Africans are starving and that they’re
miserable and they hate their lives, they
wish they were in America. And being there
with the kids and seeing how happy and how
intelligent and how smart and driven they
are, really showed me that all of the things
we’ve been fed are just lies. Yes, there are
parts of Africa that are struggling and where
people need a lot help and don’t get food on a
daily basis, but you can’t generalize an entire
continent based off of a few areas. That was
a big thing for me, realizing that the kids
there are absolutely incredible and that they
are going through a lot more than I ever did
as a kid, but they’re doing it a lot better than
I would’ve ever done. So that was a big thing
for me.”

“When I went on the study abroad, I wasn’t
super confident in my major choice. I feel like
after I got back I was sure that I wanted to be
an EEDS major because you just see the reef
and how it’s being bleached and dying, and
you don’t want to see that in the future. You
want to be able to go back to it and protect that
kind of stuff. We know that the ocean is the
first indicator of what’s going to happen to the
rest of the world, so it’s scary in a sense, and it
makes people want to do something about it. I
think that’s what made me stick with it. [The
trip] changed my perspective of the future.”

Senya, Ghana

Australia

May 2017

May 2017

Nothing can replace the bonds I made with
the people I met. Not only those on the trip
with me, but the people of Costa Rica. They
have shaped my view of the world in ways I
couldn’t even imagine. Aside from that, having
different perspectives always makes decisions
more informed and well thought out. This
experience has provided me with a view of the
world that is more simple, pure and happier.”

Costa Rica
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Program: Sustaining Human Societies and the Environment

Program: Engineering and Culture in India

“One of my favorite things was realizing that
even though our countries are in such different
places and there are so many different things
that are different like language and climate
and culture, but going through the markets
and bazaars and talking to the shopkeepers,
and realizing that laughter and humor is such
a common ground and a common language.
We had one guy on our trip who was kind of
like a clown and he would always try to get the
shopkeepers to laugh when he was bargaining
their prices with them. That was one of my
favorite things. It just made me think about
how universal humor and laughter and smiling
are, as cheesy as that is.
India was just somewhere that was so different
and that I knew I would have more trouble
traveling to on my own. So going through OSU,
I thought it would be a really cool way to get
to visit somewhere where I might not have the
courage or the knowledge to go on my own.” •

India
spri n g b rea k 2 01 7
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Pipe It Up!

Blow down any 4/20 exam that comes your way

BY 1 870 Sta f f

T

here’s two types of people when it comes to April.
The first think of spring and the (hopefully) warmer weather it brings and all that comes with it like
spring showers, a glimpse at Buckeye football, and perhaps it’s just another month closer to summer.
As for the second type of people; they call their boss
on April 1 and make sure they know that they, uh, “have an
exam” on April 20 and they’re gonna need that day off.
For anyone who sadly, and we mean very sadly, will
also be needing the day off on April 20 on account of
those darn pesky exams, RJ Creamer, self-proclaimed
professor of pipes, comedian, and that tall dude with the
beard who works at Smoke Zone on High St., hooked us
up with the best studying pieces to help you blow down
even the biggest of exams that come your way.

$100 OR LESS
Sometimes you don’t need a whole lot to pass an exam on 4/20,
you just need something to get the job done. For that, this simple
tree arm percolator pipe is what the expert would recommend. It’s
affordable, it has a diffuser in the down stem as well as the main
pipe, and did we mention it’s affordable? On the other hand you
could go with this dinosaur one which doubles as a great turnaround Mother’s Day gift in May!

THE CADILLACS
OF STUDYING

Maybe you are made of money, maybe you
are willing to do whatever it takes to pass
this exam with high flying colors, or maybe
you are just feelin’ like ballin’. Whatever your
reason may be, you will not be disappointed
by these pieces as long as you don’t look at
the price tag. For only $850 (what a steal!)
this dab rig is on the next wave of absolutely
blazing the toughest of exams, and it just
looks cool as hell. The honey theme with the
hexagon pattern next to the dripping honey
pot mouthpiece is only outshined by the
rotating titanium nail which will melt those
CBD crystals perfectly to make sure pre-exam anxiety doesn’t get the best of you. Or,
you can go for a little bit of a bigger rig with
this blue flame pipe that burns away those
4/20 stressors.

$200 OR LESS
So you and a friend or two are taking
the exam as a group (what a great
professor you have) and you all have
decided to pitch in on the studying
tools. Good thinking, teamwork makes
the dream work, especially on 4/20.
We live by the motto of “go big or go
home” which is why this massive double showerhead percolator is exactly
what you and your friends need to
pass around to help get the studying
juices flowing.

$300 OR LESS
Perhaps your 4/20 exam is in a science class which
means you are going to need some scientific pieces
like this double beaker pipe. Not only does this piece
show your affinity to science, it showcases your drive
to take what you learned in those Monday morning
labs and bring it home.
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Home Crowd
Advantage
Ohio rappers
make a pit stop in
Athens for #FEST
BY O l i v i a B a lc e r z a k
and Ghezal Barghout y

A

t Ohio University’s annual #FEST, they bring in some of the biggest names
in musical entertainment and this year’s lineup is no shortage. The stage
will boast powerhouses from a spectrum of musical preferences with
heavy emphasis on the EDM and hip-hop scene from heavy hitters like Marshmello,
Lil Uzi Vert, and Rezz.
Bands, groups, and artists from across the country will make a stop in the
small city of Athens, but for Trippie Redd and Crash Rarri, the journey to Athens
is a chance to pop in their home state and play for some of the familiar faces that
supported them to where they are now. We had the chance to talk with the two
Ohio rappers before they hit the stage on April 21 at The Venue of Athens, Ohio.

Trippie Redd
When I first called Trippie Redd, someone picked up, and for a few minutes, the only sound I
heard was a man repeatedly yelling “Ay yo where Trippie at?” I pretty much knew that I was
about to talk to a one-of-a-kind artist. Trippie is best known for his song “Love Scars,” which
has reached 47.8 million plays on SoundCloud in just one year, but his music can’t be put into
the box of just one genre. The 18-year-old Canton, Ohio native grew up listening to every type
of music, ranging from timeless artists like 2 Pac and Nas to Slipknot and Gorillaz. And the
rapper’s personal sound reflects just that. After releasing hits like “Dark Night Devil” and “No
Smoke,” and working with artists like Travis Scott, XXX, and Drake there’s nowhere for Trippie
Redd to go but up. Where he sees himself in 5 years? The Grammy’s stage, but for now, Trippie
will just have to settle for his #FEST performance.
Do you have any memorable moments from working with some of
the biggest names in hip-hop? The memorable shit that I get from
like Travis is he brought me out type shit. And there's like fuckin'
10,000 people in the crowd. It's just amazing, that shit was crazy. We
performed "Dark Knight Devil." That's really like the type of moments
I had. I really just sent him this shit. We Facetimed each other and
we just fucked with each other so much he wanted me to send him a
song, I had that song in the vault, that song was supposed to be on "A
Love Letter to You" too, but I ended up not putting it on the record, it
ended up being not on the deadline for the tape. So I left it in the vault
and then, hey, gave it to his ass. We lit!
What's it like to be back in Ohio and playing at Fest? Just being
here is a rollercoaster ride. I'm here right now. I just love being in
my own city, it never fails to amaze me that I even did what I did.
To come back here and just realize that I am who I am, and this is
where I grew up, this is the people I was around, they understand
that I am who I am.

In your eyes, what are the most important factors for a good
music festival? It's all the properties of a music festival in one,
if that makes sense. For example, if there's a festival with a lot of
opening acts, I would like to see people turning up for the opening
acts like they turn up for the last person. And then when the last
person comes on, they turn up like somebody just pulled up in a
spaceship, you know what I'm saying? I just feel like it needs to be a
balance of levels of turning up and shit. But also, what makes a good
festival is actually the stage setup and how it looks and shit, for
people to be able to be rockstars. Like for me, I was thinking to make
me walk further than the surface stage or I want something like
trucks outside that I can climb on top of, jump into the crowd type
shit. I mean, that shits just fire to me.
What does it feel like to be on stage performing? That shit is really
fun, I mean, it keeps me going, it gives me energy. My whole thing
with performing is energy. If you don't give me a certain amount of
energy, I won't give it to you. I'll use my energy for myself, turn up for
myself on stage, if that makes sense.

CRASH RARRI
With more than 6,000 followers on SoundCloud and being slated to perform at #FEST this year, local Columbus
rapper, CRASH RARRI, is primed to blow up. His hip-hop and trap sound resembles that of many of his
contemporaries in the rap game right now where one moment RARRI is spitting bars in that iconic triplet flow
popularized by the Migos, and the next moment he switches it up to hit that Drake singing/rapping flow that has
gained more and more traction in the hip-hop game. But don’t think for a second this is just another SoundCloud
rapper with a catchy flow. This dude is talented. Songs on his SoundCloud like “Hood2Hollywood” showcase how fire
he can be on the mic while other songs like “The 6” shows just how high the ceiling is for the Columbus-native rapper.
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How did you grow to be prominent enough to
be performing at Numbers Fest this year? I
think just the music. The way I presented myself
and the way I made my moves, honestly. I just
put everything into [the music]. I took my time
with the visuals with releasing it. I took my time
with the way I do my cover arts. And I just took
my career self seriously, I moved out to L.A...I
just kept working and I made sure that I would
be recognized on a national level instead of on
a local level because that was always my goals.
Can you describe the genre of your music and
how you think it touches other people? Well,
a lot of things I talk about in my music is just
my life, about like my upbringing and you know,
everybody grew up different ways...Everybody
just sees hate in some type of way so I feel like
people can relate to my music because they
listen to it and they understand my story and
they understand what I’m saying is real. I like
to paint pictures with my music. It’s almost like
when you listen to my music you are reading a
book and every single song is another chapter.
So I feel like that’s the reason why I can touch so
many people because it’s like, I’m just this new
book, this new artist they just picked up, they
just want to keep on putting the two chapters
and seeing where it’s going to take them.
How do you feel about coming back to Ohio and
performing for a crowd in your home state?
I’m actually extremely excited. The majority
of my shows have been in California, Arizona,
Texas, New York and I haven’t been back home
in a really long time actually. I haven’t been
home in a really long time, I haven’t done any
shows, like big shows back home. I remember a
long time ago, when I first started, I did a small
show in Cincinnati, but this is my biggest show
in Ohio so I’m extremely excited just to like see
everybody and get in front of the people who
have been supporting me and like my family, my
family out there it is going to be so good just to
see them and they finally get a chance to see me
on stage and performing and yeah I’m extremely
excited to perform back in Ohio. I want to do
more shows in Ohio because I want to be able
to touch all people back home...There’s a lot of
talent out [in Ohio], a lot of people have never
even heard of Columbus, Ohio from out of state.
There’s people in L.A. who don’t even know
where Ohio is on the map, like they can’t even
point it out. So it’s like, I feel like that’s where the
work comes in. Me coming home to perform it,
that’s me putting in that work to let you all know
that, there’s a lot of work and we can go to that
next level.

Anything else you’d like to add?
Just let them know, RARRI, Ohio’s next
superstar from Columbus. Biggest artist.
I will be Ohio’s next superstar, and that’s
a fact. And you can put that in there.
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how to survive

Senior crawl
by Pedanderson Paul

Tally up those
drinks!

It’s your senior year!
Or you’re a freshman with a believable fake ID. Either way...
Finals are over, the semester is finished, and it’s one of the
last chances you have to be wild with your crew before graduation! A night filled with discounted alcohol and drunkenly stumbling all over High Street; is there a better way to end the year?
Over the years, it has become less of a senior only event,
and transitioned into an event where everyone celebrates the
graduating seniors. But, this is to be expected here at OSU. We’ll
take anything you throw at us as an excuse to go out and drink.
The starting point of your crawl should be as north as possible because it allows you to start with the traditional sit-down
bar and grill experiences and make it to the more hype, dancing bars towards the end of the night—let’s be real, we all know
you’re trying to get down at Bulls at some point this day. It also
gives you a chance to visit some spots that most students to not
explore slightly south of campus.
Last year’s list of bars map started north with Ledo’s Tavern
and Blue Danube and made it as south as Village Idiot. Starting
in north campus is a pretty safe bet for this year as well. With
Three’s popping up over there and a plethora of drunken eatery spots along the way, you have endless fuel options to get
you through the crawl.
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You can’t drink all day if
you don’t start early.
The crawl is not a night event, it is an all-day event. Things
really start to kick off around noon and goes until 2 a.m.
when the bars close down for the night. Unless your stomach and liver are made of steal (they aren’t, just trust us
on that), you’re going to need to take a little break from all
the drinkin’ action. Once you hit the halfway mark—if you
start in north campus, O Patio is your halfway point—you’re
going to hit a brick wall. That means it’s time for a quick
power nap to get you geared up for the last stretch of the
crawl. Trust us, a little power nap, and perhaps a Red Bull,
and you’ll be much more lively when the day drinking turns
into night drankin’.

It’s a crawl, not a race.

More food, more life.

In other words, PACE YOURSELF! You already know there are
going to be several people in a back alley puking their guts out
and you do not want to be that person. Our solution? Stick
to one style of alcohol and don’t vary too much. If you are a
beer drinker, stick to beer during the day and maybe make the
switch to liquor during the evening if you are feeling adventurous. If you are a liquor drinker, take it slow. Your three drinks
of whiskey compared to three beers is a world apart so don’t
feel like you need to keep up with everyone drink-for-drink.
Visiting every bar on along High Street is not something you
have the chance to do every weekend, especially when drinks
are discounted! Don’t ruin your night before it even starts.

Eat before, during, and after the crawl! We all know what it’s
like to drink on an empty stomach: your first few beers go down
smooth, your buzz hits you quick, and then the next thing you
know you’re at Plaza doing shots of tequila and your friends
have the best blackmail of your drunk ass attempting to salsa
dance. Instead, make your first stop on the crawl a bar that also
has a good selection of food, allowing you to kill two birds with
one stone! Sicilia’s next to Out-R-Inn is always a promising bet;
and if you are feeling like truly indulging, PJ’s across the street
can hook you up with all the greasy munchies you couldn’t even
dream of. Donato’s on High serves pizza (duh), but it also has
a full service bar making it another win-win spot for the crawl.
We also recommend drinking some high quality H2O when you
are chowing down, but you are probably going to ignore this so
live at your own risk.
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Know your limit! Not only does keeping track
of your drink count give you a dope-ass excuse
to draw all over your bar crawlin’ shirt, it can
remind you just how much liquor and beer
you’ve poured down your gullet. A magic
marker or a Sharpie will do the job just fine
here, but make sure you get yours before the
day of the crawl, because the CVS on High
St. will most certainly run out quickly. A good
way I went about keeping track was dedicating
each sleeve of my shirt to my alcohol choice. If
I had a rum and Coke, I added a tally to my left
sleeve. If I shotgunned a beer, I added a tally to
my right sleeve. By the end of the night, your
shirt will be a work of drunken art with all the
signatures, drink tallies, and spilt drinks on it.
Wear it proud, seniors, this is your day!

Like your mom always says:

be safe, have fun,
and relax!

With this many people dedicating their entire
day to getting drunk, there will be that subset of
people who don’t know how to act when they’re
drunk, whether it’s unnecessary violence or being
creepy to everyone of the opposite sex in close
proximity. Try not to let negative energy ruin
your night, and don’t be that person creating the
negative energy. You are out with your team to
have fun and celebrate making it through the
year! No one else matters! •
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“I want
people to
actually
listen to
what’s being
said and
understand
that it’s
real life
stuff. It’s
not ‘popped
a molly, I’m
sweatin’.”

The Ebb and Flow of label me lecter
The ups-and-downs of
the music industry only
fuels the fire for this duo
by Reg ina Fox

W

hat do you do if someone you
trusted stole $5,000 from you, a
backpack containing your entire
life’s contents was ripped off, and
you’re forced to live in a garage? Personally, I’d
go running, crying home to mommy and daddy.
But not Brian Penn.
Penn is a very gifted and honest rapper with
a knack for projecting his passion onto crowds.
Mike Rist, his best friend/little brother from another mother, is an equally talented drummer
whose intensity rivals Penn’s passion.
Together, they are label me lecter, a Columbus-based hip-hop duo slowly taking Columbus
by storm.
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Penn’s nearly two-decade long journey
through the music industry hasn’t been an easy
one. Before Penn got linked up with Rist, he was
working with a hot shot producer from New York
who saw great potential in him. Full of trust and
hope in this industry savant, Penn coughed up
$5,000 to get his album finished.
But just as soon as Penn got him the money, he went entirely off the grid—no phone, no
email, no Facebook, no trace.
“I was devastated,” confessed Penn. “I was
33 years old at the time. I remember thinking,
‘This is a wrap for me. Thirty-three-year-old rappers don’t get to start over now.’”
Au contraire. Penn instead used the scam
to stoke his artistic fire. He called up a buddy
and asked for a keyboard—a keyboard he had
no idea how to play. He learned the instrument
from scratch, starting with “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star.”
“I had literally never played a musical instrument,” said Penn. “I had no idea what I was doing.
It was all out of pure anger after that dude stole
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money from me.”
At the time, Rist was in college at Ohio State,
tinkering around in the music scene as a fill-in
drummer for fraternity brother band, The Forties. Rist and Penn had collaborated before but
by 2013, the pair were thick as thieves as far as
friendships and bandmates go.
Thus, label me lecter was born.
But wait, it’s not ‘happily ever after’ for this
duo just yet.
Penn and Rist had seven or eight songs nearly finished when someone broke into Penn’s girlfriend’s car and stole his backpack containing his
laptop and—you guessed it—their recorded songs.
He lost everything. More specifically this
time around, they lost everything.
Yet, not even this could derail Penn and his
new bandmate.
For the next couple of years, LML rebuilt itself
from the ground up, trying their best to recreate
what they had already poured themselves into.
When it came time for their EP release show in
early 2016, they were ready.

Penn says the thought of that night still gives
him chills.
I had them, too.
I was there and still remember the energy in
the Basement; it was electric. It was raw. It was
intense. It was 100 percent pure passion from
top to bottom.
Penn cried. He says he always does.
“When you do stuff for the right reasons and
you really really focus on telling the truth and
you surround yourself with the right people who
hold you accountable and hold you down, weird
shit happens,” said Penn.
LML’s music is about the ebbs and flows of
life and the importance of resilience—all authenticated by Penn’s real experiences. The duo
shows are a very personal experience for both
men but Penn especially, seeing as each song is
a brief but emotional cameo into his life. Rist understands his drumming comes second to this.
“From the beginning of this project, I’ve always
wanted the main focus to be the content,” Rist
said modestly. “I want people to actually listen to
what’s being said and understand that it’s real life
stuff. It’s not ‘popped a molly, I’m sweatin’.”
Needless to say, Penn has been through hell
and back and has risen, time and time again like
a musically-inclined phoenix, from the rubble.
He’s living proof that we’re capable of triumphing whatever hardships come our way.
And if you can bounce back from being part
of a college band called “The Forties” as well as
Rist was, I think it’s safe to say you’ve achieved
phoenix status, too. •

Label me lecter will be playing
at A&R Music Bar on April 27
tickets are $10 in advance and
$12 at the door.
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White Table Cloth
If you’re looking for the type of restaurant that
has a menu filled with food so delicious you
can’t even pronounce its name, then you’re
going to want to check out The Refectory
Restaurant and Bar. With authentic French
cuisine and it’s own wine cellar, you’re guaranteed to eat one of the best meals of your life like
the Wild Boar Bacon Wrapped Monkfish (you
didn’t even know that existed until now, but all
of a sudden you need it). Throw in a glass of
wine and quietly pass your parents the check.
Keeping things boujee, the M at Miranova
resides on the ground floor of the Miranova
buildings in the heart of downtown Columbus,
and you’ll be feeling classy as hell after you
toss the keys to your 2009 Honda Civic to the
valet out front. The menu boasts all kinds of
tasty options, but I can’t stop thinking about
the delicious Lobster Mashed Potatoes. Looking to really take your fine dining experience
to the next level? An eight-course adventure of
some of the highest quality food offered in the
city from Veritas is sure to please your palate
(but, maybe not your parent’s wallet). •
The Refectory Restaurant & BaR
1092 Bethel Rd.
M at Miranova •
2 Miranova Place

Celebrate your big accomplishment at these upscale eateries
W r i t t e n by g r e g B e r r i g a n

Milestone 229 Restaurant
229 Civic Center Dr.
Third & Hollywood
1433 W. Third Ave.
Veritas
11 W. Gay St.
Barcelona Restaurant & Bar
263 E. Whittier St.

D

egree in hand, you feel on top of the world. The last four years of your life (or
more) have been filled with ramen, KCom, and a perpetual faucet of caffeine,
so we think it’s high time you treat yourself to the boujee, expensive meal you
deserve. We already know your mom has been on your ass about finding a place to
eat at after graduation so this comprehensive guide should be exactly what you need
to find a spot.
Afterall, you’re already so far in debt and your parents will probably pick up the
tab, what’s a couple more hundred gonna do?
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Copious
520 S. High St.
Spagio
1295 Grandview Ave.
p h oto by M e g a n L e i g h B a r n a r d
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Neighborhood Favorites

Steakhouse

Celebrating a big day doesn’t require all the frills and extraness of up-scale dining, sometimes it’s about finding a community favorite and simply
enjoying the space and people around you. Though the tables might not be set with white table cloths, that isn’t to say their food and drinks are
any lesser. Places like Harvest and Curio provide that ambiance you desire, but instead of a steak dinner, you’ll be chowing down on some of the
best pizza Columbus has to offer. Not in the mood for pizza? The Guild House menu has all the meat entrees like salmon and chicken roulade, and
they can hook up any vegetarian in the group with some mouthwatering lasagna made with homemade pasta, ricotta, mushrooms, crispy garlic, and
asparagus pesto.

Few meals feel more celebratory than a steak,
cooked to perfection, and served with a glass of
your favorite whiskey or wine. As mentioned
before, Cameron Mitchell’s restaurants have a way
of taking something so simple and blowing your
expectations out of the water. At The Avenue
Steak Tavern, you’ll find that the warm and
comfortable glow of the restaurant’s interior is
only exceeded by menu options like the 8 oz. filet
to the 20 oz. porter house. And we can’t talk about
steakhouses in the city without giving a shout out to
Jeff Ruby’s Steakhouse. They have risen to the top
ranks of the restaurant world within Columbus and
serves steaks that are as mind-blowing as they are
expensive, but if there was ever a time to shell out
$115 on a steak known simply as “The Hatchet”—a
30 oz., 55-day dry aged tomahawk ribeye—it’s now...
at least we think so. Eat like the champion you are,
and celebrate never getting another email from Bob
Gribben again.

Lindey’s Restaurant & Bar
169 E. Beck St.
The Guild House
624 N. High St.
The Columbus Fish Market
1245 Olentangy River Rd.
Harvest
495 S. Fourth St. (German Village)
2885 N. High St. (Clintonville)
45 N. High St. (Dublin)
Curio •
491 S. Fourth St.

Jeff Ruby’s Steakhouse •
89 E. Nationwide Blvd.

The Sycamore
262 E. Sycamore St.

The Avenue Steak Tavern
1307 Grandview Ave., Suite 3013
p h oto by To mm y F e i s e l

Blind Lady Tavern
22 E. Mound St.

Hotels

Breweries & Distilleries

When you think of hotel food, you probably are thinking of
half-assed complimentary continental breakfast where you
begrudgingly make some shitty Belgian waffles and wash
it all down with some lukewarm coffee. Don’t think for a
second any of the places on this list are going to do you dirty
like that. Each of these restaurants on this section call a
hotel home, but their menus are nothing like you’d expect.
Take The Keep at the LeVeque Tower, for instance. Their
raw bar is full of fresh oysters, shrimp, and salmon while
the main menu has a little bit of something for everyone
like the Guajillo Pork Cheeks which is served with braised
black eyed peas, andouille, collard greens, and corn nuts.
But they aren’t the only ones whipping up fine dining in the
city. Latitude 41 in the Renaissance Columbus Downtown
Hotel offers a Boursin Crusted Filet Mignon that is sure
to make even vegetarians think twice about taking a bite,
and Bistro At The Blackwell Inn is a great spot for anyone
looking to escape campus for some wining and dining.

And if sometimes celebrating a well-earned accomplishment means
holding down a neighborhood favorite, it also means putting back
some drinks at a local brewery. Instead of having your parents shell out
hundreds of dollars on a fancy dinner, check out Land-Grant Brewing
Company where your parents can still shell out hundreds of dollars, but
this time on local craft brews. Thanks to the Ray Ray’s BBQ Pit Food
Truck near the patio smoking up incredible BBQ, you can dive into a
southern treat meal without having to put your Land-Grant brew down.
If you’re looking to dive into plenty of alcoholic beverages, but still want
that feeling of fine dining, Watershed Distillery has you covered. Try
out the Chef’s Tasting Menu where you’ll be taken on a four-course meal
where you decide what is brought out on your plate. The tasting menu is
also a great chance for large groups of people to try out a variety of menu
options like the Bacon Steak; a bone-in, bacon-cured pork belly large
enough to share with three to four people! •
Watershed Distillery
1145 Chesapeake Ave.
Service Bar
1230 Courtland Ave.

• The Keep
Location: 50 W. Broad St.

Wolf’s Ridge
215 N. Fourth St.

Gallerie Bar & Bistro
694 N. High St.

• Rockmill Tavern
503 S. Front St.

Latitude 41
50 N. Third St.
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p h oto by To mm y F e i s e l
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p h oto by M e g a n L e i g h B a r n a r d

Bistro At The Blackwell Inn
2110 Tuttle Park Place

p h oto by M e g a n L e i g h B a r n a r d

Land-Grant & Ray Ray’s BBQ
424 W. Town St.
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Change of Plate:

Hallin’ Outta
Control
By M i tc h H o o p e r

T

PHOTO BY COLLINS LAATSCH

ell me if this situation sounds familiar: you are really craving
tacos, but your significant other had Chipotle for lunch so
they ain’t in the mood.
You spend countless hours on Google searching for a spot
that can satisfy your taco needs while also finding a menu option that will please whatever your significant other wants.
You have two options after all the searching: sacrifice quality menu
options for variety … or end your relationship.
Kidding.
But, the struggle is real, and outside of the North Market and local
festivals, you can’t really wrangle a variety of the city’s taste in one spot.
We are living in the heart of a major city, yet we are still in a constant
state of battle of trying to find somewhere to eat that will please everyone’s palates. It might seem like an impossible battle—does a place that
hits everyone taste preferences even exist?
It does now.
One of two concepts cutting ribbons in 2018—Cameron Mitchell
has their own version on deck at the Budd-Dairy building—Food Hall
is hitting the Short North this spring with five local kitchens under
one roof.
Building off the momentum of other major cities like Denver, Chicago, and New York City with food halls, Corso Ventures—the people
who brought you Short North staples like Pint House and Standard
Hall—has cleared a space on High St. where patrons have the option
to choose from five different local kitchens to provide for maximum
variety and a chance to discover new eateries in the city—and chefs and
restaurateurs have a small-scale chance to expand and experiment.
The Short North Food Hall is now home to Short Grain Sushi and
Shokudo Modern Asian Kitchen, Legacy Smokehouse, Tortilla Mexican Street Food, and Vinny’s Italian Kitchen (a new concept from
Corso Corporate Chef Vince Marti). Going back to our hypothetical taco conundrum, you can swiftly make your way to the Tortilla
line for all the tacos you desire while your significant other picks
up some smoked barbecue brisket from Legacy. We like to call these
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types of situations a win-win.
“This gives us an opportunity to fill the gaps in the types of culinary
options offered in this neighborhood, while providing a truly unique
dining experience,” explained Reed Woogerd, president of Corso Ventures. “Imagine never arguing about where to go to eat, and even better, no one in your group ever has to miss out.”

“In an effort to keep things interesting,
we will be hosting a weekly collaboration
night, where vendors will be collaborating
on menu items amongst each other. We also
have the ability to bring in chefs to do popups and other fun culinary events,”

However, the eateries in the Food Hall aren’t set and stone. There
isn’t a set time limit for how long the vendors will be there—Woogerd
said they are just looking to build mutual success with these eateries
while showcasing their food without forcing the restaurants to go
through the process of opening a restaurant.
As for in interior, it won’t be like what you’d expect from the Corso
Ventures group, either. Rather than running with the rustic appearance of the historic building, the Short North Food Hall will have a
much more modern feel to it as it will feature custom tile work, bright
colors, and an emphasis on the “old meets new” ideal. Woogerd likened it to a French bistro—if a French bistro could boast about 7,000
square feet of space.

With all the available real estate, the Food
Hall can be more than a spot with five
“In an effort to keep things interesting, we
will be hosting a weekly collaboration night,
where vendors will be collaborating on menu
items amongst each other. We also have the
ability to bring in chefs to do pop-ups and other fun culinary events,” Woogerd said.
He also mentioned a rooftop patio that
would include another kitchen and bar that
would have year-round access, but that’s more
for the second stage of development. There’s
also rumblings about developing an app for
patrons to use to order their entrees from
vendors, but that too will be a future feature.
For now the Food Hall will serve as a celebration for the local shops, and a further feather
in the culinary cap of an emerging city.
“Columbus is a foodie town,” Woogerd
said. “I believe we not only live that, but we
celebrate it. People want to try different foods,
they want to talk about food, take pictures,
and now, more than ever, people want to share
food. Whether you’re sharing it on social media, or with a friend, this concept allows all
people—foodies or aspiring foodies—to get
their fix.” •
Short North Food Hall is
located at 1112 N High St. For
more, visit facebook.com/
shortnorthfoodhall.
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A Bar With A View

Relaxin’ On
The Rooftop

Go wild at these warm weather patio and rooftop bars
The Big Bar & Grille

by As h l e y May

Grandview Cafe

W

eekends in Columbus
are my favorite,
especially during
warm months when I can sit in an
outdoor section and nurse my gin
and tonic. If you’re anything like
me, finding a good bar with decent
appetizers is like striking gold,
but the following pubs go above
and beyond my relatively low bar
standards. From “the best karaoke
in Columbus” to a 3-story bar with
a rooftop patio, this list surely has
something for even the most picky
of pioneers.

Partying on
the Patio
O Patio
This is where you go if you want to get
drunk, and I mean really drunk. There are a
few craft beers behind the counter, but PBR
is just as accessible. Similarly, they serve
cheap keg beer and “liquid dope,” described
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as a sweet “alcoholic mess of drink.” This
pub has nightly drink specials, pizza from
a local joint, and a hunting lodge vibe that
will resonate with even the most anti-hunting of folks (me, I’m talking about myself ).
Thanks to all the construction between 15th
and High, O Patio won’t be in its current
spot by this time next year so you gotta
make the most of this dope patio before it’s
another high rise, multi-use building.

Fourth Street

Fourth Street claims to have the best
karaoke in Columbus, but what deserves
more of a shout out is their wide open patio.
Open until 2 a.m. everyday, this unique
Fourth Street pit stop always looks inviting
with its streamed lights hanging from the
patio creating that uber hipster vibe that
fits anyone’s Instagram aesthetic. Perhaps
the most unique thing about this place is
that it has a beer school, and as a wannabe
beer connoisseur myself, I am so here for
it. The class is offered the second Monday
of every month, and for $10, participants
receive five 5 oz pours of beer, swag from
the hosting brewery, and the opportunity
to drink with and learn from the best. Also,
you get unlimited $3 pints of the beer you
learned about for the rest of the month, and
the appetizer combos you can create to pair
it with seem truly endless.
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This historic bar/restaurant has
been open in Grandview since 1925
and now has two sister locations;
Hadley’s and Balboa. Located on
W. 3rd Ave., the Grandview Cafe is
a walkable hangout for residents,
and its focus on community keeps
them coming back. The vibe of
Grandview is modern, but you
won’t feel like you stepped into
some pretentious bar when you
are here. The drink prices are
fair—$14 for a pitcher of Jackie O’s
Ricky Golden Ale is a damn steal—
and you can get that same glass
of Jackie O’s for $10, plus pair a
fried chicken dinner on Tuesdays.
Add in a happy hour on Monday
through Friday offering discounted beer prices, $10 pizza, and half
off all local spirits from 2 p.m. to 6
p.m. and Grandview Cafe just became your drunken paradise above
the streets.

This 3-story bar has something for everyone,
from 21 flat screen TV’s to a rooftop patio
with its own bar. Located on N. High in the
heart of campus, this is one of the few true
rooftop patio in Columbus that offers a full
view of High Street and Downtown Columbus. Get your Snapchats ready because we
already know you’re going to want to pose
with the city as your backdrop. They also have
a new club-like atmosphere with premier
dance lighting, professional DJ’s and specialized hours; Thursday-Saturday, 8pm-2am.
Thursdays are for the 18+ and they offer
specials like half off drinks all night with no
cover charge, while Friday and Saturday have
specific discounted beverages, like $1 bombs
and $4 Miller or Coors Light in bottles.

RAM Restaurant
& Brewery

With 24 locations spanning across six states,
the RAM stays busy with daily business and
event hosting since their humble beginnings in 1971. The N. High Street location
keeps things fresh with drink selection as
their beers are constantly changing with the
seasons. The rooftop patio here definitely
fits into the vibe of the Short North; a heavy
emphasis on modern design with rustic
elements. During happy hour, you can happily
overlook either direction of High St. running
through the Short North as you sip on a $3.75
beer without a care in the world. As for the
drunken bites, I’m craving their beer battered fish and chips, but also want to explore
the “substitute any beef patty with a veggie
burger” option. Nevertheless, no visit is complete without a dirt cup, which is essentially
chocolate or vanilla pudding with crumbled
Oreos and gummy worms. What more can
you ask for?

Standard Hall

Standard Hall, in conjunction with its sister
locations Forno and Pint House, aims to
impress the Short North community with
superior customer service and inspiring
products. They don’t fall short, given their
signature items like boozy popsicles, and a
kick-ass brunch menu. Seriously, you need to
try the Nashville hot chicken wings. Beyond
the delicious hot chicken you can chow
down on, Standard offers a large patio with
access to the inside bar as well as a boozy
truck serving up your alcoholic treats, lifesized Jenga, and weekly specials like the 90’s
themed Throwback Thursdays.
1870mag.COM • APRIL 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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he first home opener for the Buckeyes is many
months away, but true fans know the season never
really ends for football.
After bowl games and national title games
are finished and scores are settled, we get a break from the
pigskin for about two months. But, as soon as mid-March
hits, the Bucks are back on the practice field gearing up for
another season of kicking ass, taking no shit from anyone,
and forcing Michigan fans into another year of saying, “Well,
we’ll get em next year.”
April is finally upon us and that means it’s time for the
first unveiling of the Buckeyes to the public eye. But what
do these Spring Games even mean? Looking at past years,
like when Braxton Miller went down in 2014, the Buckeyes’
season was dead on arrival according to all the experts. But,
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JT Barrett (with some help from Cardale Jones) stepped up
and helped win an undisputed National Championship.
We’re calling bull shit on anyone making predictions on
a team before the season even starts. Sure, it does give us
a glimpse of the possibilities of the season ahead, but it’s
absolutely not a surefire method of determination.
So, forget trying to figure out the intricacies of the Spring
Game; that shit is too nuanced. Instead, try out this Spring
Game Drinking Game that is sure to be more entertaining
than arguing with your roommate about who should be
starting at middle linebacker. We recommend playing this
game from home with a few cases of cheap beer—save that
money, yo—but if you are on a big baller budget, you can still
play this at the stadium.

Two Drinks
Nick Bosa is referred to as “the younger brother of Joey Bosa.”
Broadcaster makes a reference about Urban Meyer’s past coaching jobs.
Broadcaster brings up Jim Harbaugh for reasons unknown.
Any signs that use “OSU” or “ESPN” as an anagram.
Every time a commercial comes on about applying to Ohio State.
Anytime there’s a potential ESPN Top 10 play.
For every player on the field with a double last name.
Anytime a camera man is ran over on the sidelines. (Pour a little out for the homie who gets trampled too.)
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Every time you and some one else get in a OSU footb
all relat ed argument.
Every sappy Insta gram post from your friends who
are way t oo nosta lgic about B uckey e footb all.
For every playe r on the tea m from the state of Michiga
n. (We count ed. There ’s four. )
For every exam you shoul d be study ing for, but o pted t
o get drunk and watc h footb all instead .
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serving
looks

by m a r i s a dz wo n c z y k
p h oto s by c o l l i n s l a at s c h

U

pgrading your
style doesn’t
mean you have
to max out
another credit card on a new
wardrobe, sometimes it’s just
as simple as trying out some
new tricks with makeup. The
best part of fashion is that
it’s an outward expression of
yourself. If you already love
what you’re wearing, keep it!
But if you’re looking for that
tiny shift to complement your
clothes, you can do it with
striking eye makeup. A fixture
of almost every runway,
bold, avant-garde eyes are
capturing and sleek. And the
best part is, you probably own
everything you need!
A dramatic, all-black eye
is the perfect thing to add
extra edge to an all-black
outfit, or round out softer
clothing colors. Simply follow
your brow bone with a liquid
eyeliner pen and connect it to
your regular cat-eye.
On the other end of the
spectrum, try shimmery,
pastel colors for an ethereal
feminine look that holds
intrigue. Juxtapose with
a super-bushy brow for
runway perfection. •
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STREET STYLE

breakin’ out the summer heat
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S to ry by E yo n E r tac h e w • P h oto by J u l i a n f o g l i e t t i

I

t’s that time of year again guys. The
days are longer, the birds are chirping,
and the weather is (barely) getting
warmer. As the semester begins to
draw to an end, one of the most anticipated
(and needed) seasons approaches. Summer
is most definitely taking her time this year—
it’s ok, it’s not like we’re freezing over here—
but rest assured that when she arrives, it’ll
be the reckoning we’ve all awaited. So,
whether you’re spending your summer
vacationing around the world, starting that
sweet internship, or trying to revive your
bank account, here is a little inspiration for
your style that you can take with you!
For this go-around of street style, I chose
to incorporate one of my favorite aspects
of clothing: prints! Prints and patterns are
essential, especially to summer wardrobes,
for providing that extra bit of fun to an outfit.
My go-to looks end up being some variation
of a patterned, short sleeve, button down

shirt and some cool shorts or pants.
For this look, I chose one of my favorite
shirts from H&M for several reasons. One,
the pattern is super intriguing and really
catches attention (in a good way) wherever
you go. Secondly, the colors really say
summer, especially this mustard yellow
within the shirt, and give it that summer
vibe you’re looking for.
When it comes to pairing pants with a
pattern, there are two ways of successfully
doing this. The first is to stick to the basics of
a solid jean or pant color that can compliment
the shirt. If you really wanted to spice things
up, the second way would be to find an
interesting and cool pant, but to make sure
it doesn’t stand out too much from the shirt.
This way, the pant won’t draw attention
away from the shirt (unless you wanted it to)
and elevates the whole outfit.
I decided to wear these gradient, tapered
jeans from ASOS and I highly recommend!

The gradient is only apparent towards the
bottom of the pant so it doesn’t take focus
away from the overall look and it has a cool
frayed detailing at the bottom as well to give
the look some edge.
In terms of “blinging” yourself up this
summer, you can never go wrong with a cool
pair of shades. Oval and circular shaped
sunglasses have come back by storm and I
am definitely here for it. They’re also a classic
staple to any outfit that’ll be sure to accompany
whatever style you typically go for.
Even if the weather doesn’t agree,
summer vacation is on it’s way here!
Hang in there for a few more weeks, and
to those graduating, you did it! All that
procrastination, those skipped classes, and
hungover presentations really paid off! (or
is that just me?) Regardless, everyone is
sure to enjoy this much needed hiatus from
academia, and why not look good while
taking a break?
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capturing
a moment
in time
OSU student explores the life
of a high schooler through
photography

D

ocumenting a moment in history is one of
the duties of a photographer. It’s finding
those small pieces of life that slip through
the crack and shining a light on topics
like struggle, survival, victories, and even
defeat. These photos capture human emotion while
simultaneously telling a story.
For Ally Moore, a senior in Ohio State’s BFA photo program,
documenting these moments in history and telling their
stories aren’t found in a country abroad or in the heart of a
new city; they are right at home with her sister in high school.
By documenting her sister, Ally worked to bring to
light the rollercoaster ride that is the life of a teenager in
modern day America. Sometimes the rollercoaster ride has
it highs like sneaking off in your parent’s car without your
driver’s license and not getting caught; other times it’s the
lows like experimenting with pills or cigarettes to cope with
emotional woes.
We had the chance to get to know Ally, as well as her
photography, and what drove her towards this direction of
photography.

How did you begin the process of
documenting the life of your younger sister?
I’ve had a strong connection with my sister. When our parents
split up I took on a greater role in her life. I started to learn
more about her and the underlying social pressures that
existed throughout her life. I began to hear more about what
it's like to be 16 and deal with all the social pressure from
friends and school, and I just thought it would be something
interesting to look at and document.

What was it like to re-enter this teenage
world after being in college?
It was weird…It was just weird to re-exist in this world I once
did, and see what it's all like now. I feel like I’m a completely
different person now. It just seemed so easy to get caught up
in my own past, the places I’ve been, the things I’ve seen and
experienced. A lot of that is what art helps me with though,
sort of figuring out who you are and what you came from. So
coming back to it all was interesting.

Do you think anything changed in the nature
of your relationship with your sister after
doing this project?
So, Ally, what got you initially into
photography?
It started back in high school, a friend of mine’s dad gave me
camera. This was my first means of taking photos. My family
then moved to California and I started taking a lot of the
touristy kinda photos you see at first. I eventually started to
use my eye a little more to take more documentary photos.
When I came to OSU I began to come into more of the
practice of art photography. I started out as an English major
before hopping around and landing in the photo program.
What topics do you like to explore in your work?
A lot of my work looks at the social constructs of women. I’m
interested in looking at the social constructs of desire, beauty,
consumption, and examining the female form.

Yeah, honestly, I feel like we became more open. She feels
more comfortable with things she says, including the bad
things, and kind of the raw things without worrying about
me being judgmental about it.

So moving forward, where would you like to
continue with this project? Where do you
see it going?
I really want it to continue to speak to the reality of what’s
going on. I think a lot more photos need to be taken, but it will
still exist in this kind of book format. I may continue to play
around with the formatting of it, how the text plays in as well.
Mostly though, just more conversations are needed, and I just
need to continue building it up. •
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look good in baseball pants. This is false! Not all
baseball players look good in baseball pants but,
if I may say so I look fantastic in baseball pants.
What do you love most about it? The best
feeling of baseball is being at the park with either
the freshly cut grass, concession stand smell,
and knowing you’re playing Americas pastime.
I love the feeling you get when you square a ball
up or make a good play in the field.
What has been your favorite memory of your
career? My favorite memory would be winning
the Junior Olympics with my travel ball team
when I was in high school. Nothing is better than
a good dog pile knowing you just won a Gold
Medal.
What’s the success of the program been like
at OSU recently? Last year was a tough year to
have, but this year we are turning things around
and we are playing good as team. People are
buying in and we are having fun which is the
main thing when you play a sport you love.
What’s next for you in life, does it include
baseball? I sure hope it includes baseball. But,
if not, I hope to help coach somewhere possibly
or become a PE teacher or hopefully work for a
professional team of some sort. I don’t exactly
know what is going to happen. I’m just going
with the flow right now and enjoying my college
career and then we will see what happens after
that!

Sidelines with

Bo Coolen
T

o make it clear—the original Hawaii Five-O
episodes came out in the 60’s—the 2010 version
is a remake. And the state itself is not next to
Alaska. Don’t trust the pictures you see.
Now that we’re all caught up on Hawaii in
general—let’s catch up on Bo Coolen, senior
baseball player that has his roots in Honolulu. After
transferring from Cypress College a few years back
to become a Buckeye, the standout first-baseman is
showing why Ohio can be better than our island state
out west…to be successful with baseball, at least.
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From the 808 to
614 – Bo Coolen
has had a long
(distance) journey
to be a Buckeye
by C h r i s Penni ngto n

Why’d you decide to be a Buckeye? I wanted the feeling of a big school
atmosphere. I went to Pepperdine my freshman year and didn’t like how
small it was with no football. I was looking to go somewhere I could
cheer on for the rest of my life and represent something bigger. I enjoy
representing the state of Ohio.
When did you start playing baseball? Started playing as soon as I could
pick up a bat and a ball.
What got you into it? My dad played college and my mom played
softball. My dad is currently the head softball coach at the University of
Hawaii. I’ve always grown up at his field with a ball and bat in my hand.
Are there any stereotypes of baseball culture that just aren’t true?
One of the biggest stereotypes in baseball is that all baseball players

What’s your favorite TV show to binge watch?
I am currently binge watching “Peaky Blinders”
which I highly recommend to anyone who hasn’t
seen it. Other than that I am a fan of “Riverdale”
and “The Big Bang Theory.”
If you could only have one menu item from
Taco Bell for the rest of your life, what would it
be? No doubt a Crunchwrap Supreme.
Who was your first crush? I had a fat crush on
one of my dad’s former players when I was in
like 3rd or 4th grade. Her name was Stacey. I
thought she was the best softball player in the
world and would always steal her glove and bat
to play with after the games.
Would you rather have five arms, or accordions
for legs? Five arms no doubt. Having accordions
for legs would be so annoying!
Least favorite actor/actress? I am not a fan of
Jim Carrey. Every time I watch his movies I just
get annoyed!
What’s the most kills you’ve gotten in a
Fortnite game? I think I got like 9 one game and
I’ll probably never do that again. Usually average
about 3-5 per game. I’m not the best, but I try!
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Major: Strategic Communications
Favorite Class: Crisis Communication—the
information was always so relevant and
Professor Holt was always entertaining!
Hardest Class: Public Communication
Campaigns—it was a lot to manage since
it was a capstone class, but so rewarding in
the end.
Easiest Class: Beer & Wine in Western
Culture
Favorite Memory: Going to football games
Favorite Place to Study: The library in
Orton Hall
Favorite Place to Eat: Marketplace—their
General Tso’s chicken is the best.
What you will miss the most: The
community of this campus. There’s such
a special atmosphere here and it will be
really sad to not be part of it on a daily
basis anymore.
Biggest regret: Not rushing the field when
we beat *ichigan in 2OT
Advice for underclassmen: Get involved
in something. It doesn’t have to be a ton
of things, but find something you love
and take part in it. This campus can feel
big, but when you’re part of something
that means a lot to you and you find other
people who are excited about the same
things, it makes OSU feel more like home.
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Major: Communication Analysis &
Practice
Favorite Class: Small Group
Communication (4635)
Hardest Class: Chemistry 1210 (lol)
Easiest Class: Wine and Beer
Favorite Memory: Celebrating after the
bucks won the natty in 2014
Favorite Place to Study: 10th floor
of Thompson
Favorite Place to Eat: K comm or
Tommy’s
What you will miss the most: The OSU
gyms or My house
Biggest regret: Not participating in
inter-murals
Advice for underclassmen: Use your
time at OSU to set yourself up for a
life you’ll genuinely enjoy. Don’t do
what you think will make you the most
money or what other people want you
to do. Find what you enjoy and do that.

rly Hyde
a
C
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n
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Major: Psychology
Favorite Class: COMM Interpersonal
Relationships
Hardest Class: Behavioral Neuroscience
Easiest Class: Food Science
Favorite Memory: Passing Neuro
Favorite Place to Study: My house
Favorite Place to Eat: Mirror Lake
Creamery (RIP)
What you will miss the most: Free time
during the day
Biggest regret: Not getting involved more
freshman year
Advice for underclassmen: Take summer
classes at C-State

senior

“Jonesy” J
t
n

on

t

e Chilcoa
a ir

Major: Business Finance
Hardest Class: Business Statistics
Easiest Class: Organizational Behavior
(BUSMHR 3200)
Favorite Memory: Ohio State winning
College Football Playoff
Favorite Place to Study: Tilted Towers
Favorite Place to Eat: Tommy’s Pizza,
(West Lane Shop, make sure you get your
pizza cooked in the old oven)
What You Will Miss Most: Hanging out
with my roommates
Biggest Regret: Just trying to pass
classes instead of learning material
Advice for Underclassmen: If any school
related event isn’t going according to
plan, I can assure you there is a loophole

ylor Bar
r
Ta

Major: Information Systems
Favorite Class: Data Structures using
Java CSE 2123
Hardest Class: Online Intro to theater
CSCC
Easiest Class: Intro to international
Business
Favorite Memory: When we won the
national championship freshman year
and the police let us into the shoe
when Celebrating the victory...
Favorite Place to Study: Condado
Favorite Place to Eat: Taco Bell
What you will miss the most: Houndies
Biggest regret: Taco Bell
Advice for underclassmen: Don’t let a
house of 14-17 guys convince you that
falling down the stairs and recording
yourself is a good idea. It will be funny
and you will look back on it and laugh,
actually just do it. It was fun.
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iChaela Barker is a badass. A superhero of
sorts, and a role model any college student
could look up to.
Born in East Lansing, Michigan, Barker
grew up surrounded by music. Her mother
played a slew of instruments, her great
grandmother was the first African American opera singer in the
state of Delaware—music is in her blood.
“In the beginning, my mom said before I even started talking as
a baby I would hum to myself all the time,” Barker said.
She grew up singing in musicals and playing piano, but put
music on the back burner when she came to Ohio State, focusing
primarily on her academics and student organizations.
Barker received a full scholarship to Ohio State through the
Morrill Scholarship program. Here she began her undergrad in
Public Health and Environmental Science on the pre-med track.
“I’m a pre-med student, but I was really curious about what
things happen to people that lead them to go to the hospital. I want
to treat people and make sure people are okay holistically, that’s
why I chose [my major],” Barker said. “What interventions can we
put in place to fix this before you have to come to the emergency
room, before you have to go to a doctor. I really like things that are
preventative and get to the root of the problem.”
Barker said she hopes to become a Dermatologist in medical
school. She said she came to this decision her freshman year of high
school after a bad experience with her doctor.
“I went to a dermatologist who was caucasian who had never
worked with skin of color before, so the treatment she gave me gave
me chemical burns on my face because of the acid. The chemical
peel and the acid she used was way too strong, it gave me chemical
burns, and i had hyperpigmentation,” Barker said.
“I never expected this to be a problem because when you go to
a professional you think, ‘oh they know what they’re doing,’ and so
seeing that first hand I was like, ‘what in the world, this is crazy!’.
So that inspired me to go into dermatology through my experience
and hearing the experiences of other people and how things
things are iffy for certain communities and not necessarily other
communities and they need more representation.”
On top of her crazy workload, Barker is involved with more
student organizations than most students combined. She’s a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha, a member of the Sphinx Honorary
Society, the president of the Minority Association of Pre-medical
Students, volunteers at the James Cancer Hospital, as well as
a Morrill Scholar and a Louis Stokes Alliances for Minority
Participation Scholar.
While she was happy with life as a student, a piece was
still missing. She didn’t find that missing piece until she was
given the opportunity to participate in Ohio State’s Second-year
Transformational Experience Program, which awarded her $2000.
“Everyone [in the program] was doing study abroads, funding
internships, which was really great but I was just like I really need
to be true to myself and get back to my artistic roots,” Barker said.
So she decided to pursue music again. Through her stage name,
Bella Reign, she made her first mini-mixtape titled “Clap Back,” where
she took “Hotline Bling” by Drake, and “Love Yourself” and “Sorry”
by Justin Bieber, and rewrote them from the female perspective.
“I was listening to music and they were good songs, don’t get
me wrong, but I was so sick of only hearing guys perspectives on
things about relationships,” Barker said. “Clap Back was mainly
about telling people the perspective of the woman, and making
people realize you can be strong by yourself, you can tell your truth
by yourself, you don’t need another person to validate that you’re
moving on or that you’re still strong, or successful.”

“I can be as loud as I want, as direct as i
want, unapologetic, and I don’t have to fit into
any box you put me in whatsoever.”
You’re probably wondering how the hell
Barker is able to do all this and find time to
breathe. Barker said her best advice to college
kids struggling to maintain a healthy balance is
to choose to do the things that make you happy.
“My issue as a freshman was that I was
looking at things that I was not only interested
in, but things that would only look only great
on a resume. That’s where you get trapped and
are unhappy. Whatever you spend your time
on should be something you have passion for,
something you could talk about for hours if
someone asks you about it.”
Well, that and keeping a Google calendar
constantly updated.
Her busy schedule in the classroom as
an undergrad is coming to a close, but after
accomplishing so much in such a short
amount of time, her future is looking bright.
She plans to take a gap year after graduating to

“

I can be as loud
as I want, as
direct as i want,
unapologetic,
and I don’t have
to fit into any
box you put me in
whatsoever.”

focus on her music, however once the gap year
is up, she’ll be right back in the classroom for
medical school to go back to work on becoming
a dermatologist; but one with dope mixtapes.
“The first thing that I live by is if you
make a decision, as long as you are ok going to
sleep and waking up feeling alright about the
decision you made, let that guide your life and
how you go about things.”
“Never lose your love. Whether that’s
for people, for whatever your calling is, for
organizations, for your passions, your hobbies,
there are a lot of obstacles that come up
in life that you can never plan for, you can
never prepare for, but despite all of those
things, never lose your love for what you’re
doing. Don’t let that shut you down and keep
you from being the best person that you can
possibly be, because even throughout all those
trials and tribulations there’s always a lesson
that’s going to be learned, and there’s always
something you can take from it.” •
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